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As your Anna Campbell dress is made-to-order, once you have chosen the perfect style, choosing your size 
is the next most important decision! The best size will always be the one you are most comfortable in, that 

flows beautifully over your shape, and leaves a little room for movement and alterations. Remember, we can 
take your dress in; we don’t have as many options to let your dress out! Our Online Stylist is available to 

help with any sizing questions. 

WHERE TO MEASURE

BUST

Measure the circumference of your bust from the centre of your 
breast, all the way around. 

HIP

Measure the circumference of your widest point, around your hips 
and bottom.

WAIST

Measure the circumference of the smallest part of your waist. 

LENGTH

Measure the length from the underwire of your bra to the floor, 
making sure you are wearing a similar heel height to what you will 
wear on your wedding day! All skirts are an average of 125cm long.

NEED TO KNOW 

Each measurement includes a small seam allowance; meaning your 
measurement needs to be the same, or smaller than listed for your 

dress to fit comfortably. Keep in mind that it is much easier to 
have a dress taken in than to let it out which is often not possible.
All Anna Campbell dresses are hand made, one by one, and as a 

hand made product, so you can expect a slight variance in the size 
of each dress. If you are unsure about what size best suits you, or 

you can’t see a size below that will suit you please contact us!

HELPFUL   HINT S

In the case where your bust and your hips are measuring different 
sizes, we would recommend ordering the size that suits the larger 

size,and then taking it in during alterations if need be.
If you are concerned about the length of your skirt being too short, 

you are welcome to request additional length, for an additional 
cost. Worried about your bust being too exposed or looking to add 
a little extra sparkle to your bridal look? Become the designer and 
check out our stunning range of accessories and Custom Sparkle 

options. 



The simple silhouette makes the slimline silk chiffon skirt perfect for sleek, 
easy elegance and comfortable but classic bridal styling. Perfect for kicking 

off your heels, and running to that dance floor!  

Slim Line Chiffon

SIZE BUST WAIST HIP LENGTH

XXS 75-80cm < 90cm < 95cm 127cm

XS 81-86cm < 95cm 95-100cm 127cm

SMALL 87-92cm <100cm 101-106cm 127cm

MEDIUM 93-98cm <105cm 106-113cm 127cm

LARGE 99-104cm <110cm 114-127cm 127cm



The cascading silk chiffon folds of the brocade skirt is perfect for our brides 
who like a little extra coverage through the front and hip area, while the

centre front split is a romantic detail that shows only a flash of leg, allowing 
easy movement and is perfect for those sunset photos through the vineyard!

Brocade

SIZE BUST WAIST HIP LENGTH

XXS 75-80cm < 90cm <127cm 127cm

XS 81-86cm < 95cm <127cm 127cm

SMALL 87-92cm <100cm <127cm 127cm

MEDIUM 93-98cm <105cm <127cm 127cm

LARGE 99-104cm <110cm <127cm 127cm



The epitome of Anna Campbell romance, the silk tulle skirt creates an
opulent, soft silhouette, while the feather light, ethereal tulle will softly flow 
after your ever step down the aisle. Perfect for the free-spirited, bohemian, 

classic bride, we adore the elegance of the silk tulle skirt for a barefoot beach 
wedding. 

Silk Tulle

SIZE BUST WAIST HIP LENGTH

XXS 75-80cm < 90cm < 95cm 127cm

XS 81-86cm < 95cm 95-100cm 127cm

SMALL 87-92cm <100cm 101-106cm 127cm

MEDIUM 93-98cm <105cm 106-113cm 127cm

LARGE 99-104cm <110cm 114-127cm 127cm



Fit for a true bridal princess, the silk organza skirt creates show
stopping drama and a true sense of occasion! With a flattering focus on 
your waist, the organza skirt has long been a hallmark of classic bridal 

elegance and style. 

Organza

SIZE BUST WAIST HIP LENGTH

XXS 75-80cm < 90cm < 95cm 127cm

XS 81-86cm < 95cm 95-100cm 127cm

SMALL 87-92cm <100cm 101-106cm 127cm

MEDIUM 93-98cm <105cm 106-113cm 127cm

LARGE 99-104cm <110cm 114-127cm 127cm



The fitted lace skirt hugs the hips, showcasing curves before spilling into a voluminous 
train, in this feminine and truly romantic fit. Perfect for our brides who love the idea

of a fitted gown, but still want to have free reign on the dance floor! 

Fitted

SIZE BUST WAIST HIP LENGTH

XXS 75-80cm <60cm <89cm 127cm

XS 81-86cm 60-65cm 90-93cm 127cm

SMALL 87-92cm 65-70cm 94-98cm 127cm

MEDIUM 93-98cm 70-75cm 99-103cm 127cm

LARGE 99-104cm 75-80cm 104-110cm 127cm



The A-line skirt lightly skims over your hips as it gradually and softly 
flares to the hem, allowing for movement and creating a beautifully

feminine silhouette as you take each step down the aisle. Creating a feature 
of your cinched waist, the A-line drops to the floor to allow an in-built train 

to flow elegantly behind you, easily bustled with a single
lace-covered button.

A-Line

SIZE BUST WAIST HIP LENGTH

XXS 75-80cm <60cm <89cm 127cm

XS 81-86cm 60-65cm 90-93cm 127cm

SMALL 87-92cm 65-70cm 94-98cm 127cm

MEDIUM 93-98cm 70-75cm 99-103cm 127cm

LARGE 99-104cm 75-80cm 104-110cm 127cm


